Share best practice with
universities and educational
experts worldwide

Collaborate with global
institutions on outstanding
online training

Creating transformative online courses as a
member of an Epigeum development group is
both a valuable institutional investment and a
rewarding professional experience.
We want the best possible product
if we are going to use it with our students.
How best to be able to do that than be
part of the creation?

Epigeum’s development group process

Lesley O’Keeffe, Director of Student Services,
Brunel University London

I found the whole two days
extremely useful and well structured. It
was great to have the time to discuss and
workshop ideas with so many experts
Sophie Karanicolas, Academic Lead, CPD,
University of Adelaide

Exceptional online
learning through
global collaboration
Find out more: www.epigeum.com

I have never had the opportunity
to be involved in a collaborative
writing process so it was a genuinely
exciting process
Sandra Lusk, UCL ChangeMakers Project Officer,
University College London

Request more information:
epigeum@oup.com
Follow us: @Epigeum
Follow us: Epigeum
AEPDEVPRFL19

www.epigeum.com

Research

Subject experts shape the vision
for the programme
l

l

l

Epigeum’s publishing team research
key training needs and begin to devise
a programme
A Lead Advisor is commissioned to offer
strategic vision and leadership, and
authors come on board

l

l

l

l

l

We partner with universities to
create the courses
l

l

The team of experts plan the learning
approach and outcomes for each of
the modules

Discover the benefits
of our collaborative
development model

l

Experience career-enhancing interactions via
extensive networking opportunities
Receive a campus-wide unlimited licence to the
course material in perpetuity

Together we are more than
the sum of our parts

Support and
Wellbeing

We all come together to refine the
plans at a workshop
l

Members of the group review
the content throughout the
development process, to ensure it
meets the needs of their institution

l

Provide significant input into the planning and
development of the programme, to match your
institution’s needs

Teaching and
Development

Institutions are invited to join the
development group – paying a
one-off fee to gain access to the
finished resource in perpetuity

The universities give feedback;
together we perfect the content

Access premium, interactive content at a speed,
quality, and level of investment that are rarely
achievable for a single institution acting alone

Participate in a programme launch workshop with
international subject specialists, sharing insights
and best practices

Studying

l

The two-day workshop
is an opportunity to share
expertise, ideas, and best
practices
Development group
members discuss key issues,
and agree detailed plans for
the learning activities and
modules

The authors develop course
material based on the plans

Development group members
peer-review the materials as
they are developed into
online courses
The feedback from
universities and experts
guarantees the quality of the
programme

l

l

The team of authors follow the
plans to produce draft material,
incorporating feedback from the
development group
Editors support the authors and
work with the production team to
ensure each course is engaging,
relevant and has effective
learning content

We test and launch the interactive courses
l
l

l

Revisions are made, and the final programme is checked and tested
The finished programme is launched, and development group members’ campus-wide licences
are activated
The programme is made available for other universities to access on a subscription basis

Explore our full range of programmes and opportunities
for collaboration: www.epigeum.com

